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Why You Should Fade Canadian Jobs 

 Job growth rebounded in December with mostly decent details… 

 ...but only because of two distorted sectors… 

 ...that when excluded leave behind lower employment 

 Trend job growth momentum has been lost 

 Wage growth is set to tumble in 2020… 

 ...including for the BoC’s preferred wage common metric 

 A stalled labour force is best demonstrated by hours worked 

 Hours worked and productivity combine to drive stalled GDP 
 

Canada, net change in employment SA (mm 000s) / UR (%), December: 

Actual:    35.2 / 5.6 

Scotia:   0 / 5.9 

Consensus:  25 / 5.8 

Prior:   -71.2 / 5.9 
 

If you think Canada’s labour market is in fine shape then I want what you had for 

breakfast. The headline gives the BoC cover for its near-term patience but there 

are plenty of warning flags about the health of the overall labour market into 2020 

that very much keep alive the easing debate. 

CAD appreciated to the USD by about one-third of a cent in the immediate 

aftermath and with simultaneous evidence of slowing US job growth and wages 

influencing the USD. Since then, CAD has clawed back over half of that initial 

reaction. Canada 2s give a reaction that is less distorted by the US numbers and 

the immediate aftermath saw the yield rise by about 4bps before half of that was 

reversed. Overall, the report has had little effect on markets.  

Headline job growth came in solidly at +35k against the historical evidence of 

what happens the months after a huge drop. That was plausible, but against the 

overwhelming historical evidence and it’s a plus. So is the fact that the gain was all 

in full-time jobs (+38k) as part-time jobs slipped a touch. All of the rise was in the 

private sector (+57k) as the public sector dropped about 21.5k jobs). All of the rise 

was in payroll jobs (+35k) as the number of self-employed jobs were unchanged. 

There are four main red flags that I’ll emphasize:  

a) trend job growth has sharply cooled compared to the prior gangbuster 

pace. Over the past three months, 38,000 jobs have been lost given a flat 

October (-1.8k), November’s drop (-71k) and December’s gain (+35k). The 

numbers are volatile but chart 1 shows the updated comparison of the three 

main sources of Canadian jobs estimates. The figures are mixed with ADP 

bucking the evidence in the other two and the sample periods differing, but 

momentum has cooled and is more mixed across the surveys than was the 

case early in 2019. For the LFS report, the chart shows two measures to 

allow one to exclude the election-distorted public admin category. 

b) two arguably distorted industries with narrow regional concentration 

masked broader weakness in job creation and I’ll come back to which 

ones; 
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c) wage growth is likely on its way to tumbling in 2020 (see below); 

d) hours worked have signalled a stalled out labour force for about half a year (see below).  

Possible weather effects on construction jobs and a bounce back in Quebec’s volatile restaurant and travel/accommodation sector 

heavily distorted the job gains. Take out those two sectors and jobs fell by about -7k in December. 

By industry, goods producing sectors added about 16k jobs but entirely due to a 17k lift in construction jobs. That rise in 

construction was driven by trade contractors (‘the trades’) and building construction jobs focused mostly on BC and Ontario. It’s 

plausible this was at least partly a weather effect especially as housing starts having trended lower over H2 and dipped in 

December. All other goods sectors were little changed including small dips in agriculture (-2.6k), natural resources (-1.1k) and 

utilities (-1.2k) and a small gain in manufacturing (+3.5k). 

The services sector added 19.4k jobs almost entirely due to the accommodation and food services industry (+24.9k). The 

latter category’s rise was particularly concentrated in Quebec and roughly split between restaurants and travel/accommodation 

sectors in a reversal of the prior months’ drop. Other than that, the retail sector added a small amount of 6.2k jobs after being flat 

for three months. Recreation and culture added 6.4k. Health care added 6.5k. Education shed about 6k and so did business/

support with professional/scientific/tech jobs down 4k. Finance and insurance was flat (+1.4k). Other services were also flat (+1k). 

Public administration fell by 5.5k after dropping by 24.9k the prior month perhaps as election hiring continued to come out of the 

numbers.  

Wage growth decelerated to 3.8% y/y from 4.4% previously and that’s likely just going to be the beginning. As chart 2 

shows, year-ago wage growth has pretty convincingly topped on a trend basis since the middle of last year and has been volatile 

since then. What the chart also shows is that month-ago seasonally adjusted wage gains have disappeared for some time now. On 

average over 2019H1, m/m seasonally adjusted wage gains were running at ½%. Over 2019H2 that slowed to 0.1%. A 

combination of rebasing to 2019 and assuming this deceleration from the 2019H1 blip persists would get wage growth down to 

below 1% y/y by July of this year. If we split the difference between the average monthly SA wage gains over 2019H1 and 

H2 and go with that middle range estimate for monthly gains over 2020, then we still get sub-2% y/y wage growth by July. The 

BoC’s emphasis upon strong wage growth is very plausibly a backward looking and transitory assessment that could set 

a rather different tone on the path to the middle of the year. 

LFS wage growth is not the BoC’s preferred metric, but chart 3 shows why that doesn’t really matter much. The BoC uses the 

wage common composite that draws wage growth figures from LFS, the payrolls survey, the productivity accounts and GDP 

accounts. A trivial weight is attached to LFS wages in wage common, but chart 3 shows that all of these measures are generally 

correlated over time. Thus, if there is a good argument for how LFS wage growth will slow markedly in 2020, then by corollary 

there is a good argument for the BoC’s preferred (and lagging…) wage common measure to cool. 

Hours worked have also lost all momentum. Chart 4 shows the q/q % change in 

hours worked on a seasonally adjusted basis. There has been no growth for the past two 

quarters after a strong gain in Q2 that reflected distorted drivers. On average over the 

past year, quarterly growth in hours worked has been 0.6%. For the year as a whole over 

2018, hours worked were up by just 0.9% in 2019.  

Now since GDP is hours worked times productivity with the latter defined as output per 

hour worked, the combination of poor productivity growth and weak growth in hours 

worked is why GDP growth has been lacklustre over the past year and nothing in Q4. 

In short, resist pulling out the pompoms on this report. The once near miracle 

strength in the Canadian jobs market across multiple metrics is shedding serious 

cause for concern across momentum in job growth, hours worked and wage 

growth. I think we’ll see more of this become evident over 2020H1 especially on 

the wages front as key developments to monitor in terms of the case for BoC 

easing over 2020. 
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